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説明

If I am not mistaken, right now you can only download one file
at a time from the repository browser.

While devs and contributors have the VCS/SCM installed, for
less technical people installation and understanding is often a
big hurdle and much support effort is required.

The suggestion is to add an option to download all content of
the 'selected' folder and its content recursively from the repository
browser.

Interface wise it might be an idea to add another icon at the front just
before the + icon or some sort of "download button" as separate column
at the end of the line.

Design wise it is probably a good idea to combine it with a separate permission
attribute as you may not want to offer this feature to any user class.

Thank you for the consideration!

journals

+1 from me.

I have an html prototype and I would like for users to be able to download the entire folder
at once.

+1 !!

Bump! I'd really like it!

+1

+1

+1, we really need this in our project group!

only "Git Revision download" plugin looks similar to this feature, but this plugin is not
working with current redmine version. I will really appreciate if some can contribute to this
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feature or update above mentioned plugin!

+1

+1

+1 :)

Alex's Plugin (http://www.redmine.org/plugins/redmine_repository) seems to be incompatible with current versions.

So, it would be great to see a feature to download the repository (or folders) as zip, tar,
tar.gz, ...

+1

I would really like to see this feature or a plugin which emulates this feature for 2.x

+1

That would be great to have this feature out of the box on SCM and Files section
related_issues
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- カテゴリ を SCM_3 にセット
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